
Hochfelln Loop

CYCLING TOUR

Nice round trip with the opportunity to visit the Maria Eck chapel via Siegsdorf / Bergen.

Starting point
Tourist information

Location
Reit im Winkl


distance:
66.5 kilometres 

duration:
04:24 hours


maximum altitude:
819 meters 

minimum altitude:
528 meters


altitude difference:
798 ascending 

altitude difference:
798 descending

We cycle comfortably towards Ruhpolding. Past Seegatterl it goes along lakes Weitsee and Mittersee. 

If the wind plays in our cards, the first kilometers to Ruhpolding with a view of the Rauschberg are a 

pleasure. Before Ruhpolding we pass the Chiemgau Arena and the Holzknecht Museum, both of 

which are worth a visit.

Through Ruhpolding we follow the road towards Eisenärzt. A cycle path leads between Eisenärzt and 

Ruhpolding. Directly after Eisenärzt we turn left towards Maria Eck. After a railroad crossing, there is 

a short steep uphill section before we arrive at the top of a hill.

At the next junction we have the choice whether we go downhill directly to Siegsdorf or up the 

almost 2 kilometers to Maria Eck. A detour that is worthwhile. Maria Eck is a very nice place to 

contemplate or just enjoy the view of lake Chiemsee.

We ride down to Siegsdorf. At the crossroads we turn left towards Bergen. A short descent offers 

relaxation for the beautiful bike path at the foot of the Hochfelln to Staudach. A wonderful path for 

racing cyclists leads without interruption to Staudach.

Here we follow the first sign to Marquartstein. Past the soccer field, it goes through the historic 

village of Marquartstein towards Unterwössen. Before we get back to Reit im Winkl, we still have to 

conquer the Daxenberg and the Maserer pass. The descent from the Maserer pass to Reit im Winkl is 

then again a pleasure and a wonderful opportunity to end the tour.



Arrival by car

Coming from Munich or Salzburg on the Munich - Salzburg motorway (A8 to Grabenstätt exit no. 

109), continue in the direction of Marquartstein and on the well-developed German Alpine Road (B 

305) to Reit im Winkl. Parking spaces: -Dorfstraße 38 at the Tourist - Info, 83242 Reit im Winkl, 

-Tirolerstraße 37 at the Festsaal, 83242 Reit im Winkl.

Coming from Munich or Innsbruck on the Rosenheim - Innsbruck motorway (A93) to Oberaudorf (exit 

59). On to Walchsee, Kössen and Reit im Winkl. Parking spaces: -Tirolerstraße 37 am Festsaal, 83242 

Reit im Winkl, -Tourist - Info, Dorfstraße 38, 83242 Reit im Winkl.

Arrival by public transport

Connections to Reit im Winkl from Prien am Chiemsee train station (best bus connection!) With the 

RVO bus line 9505 to Tourist Info.

Stop at the tourist information office.

Connections to Reit im Winkl from Ruhpolding train station with the RVO line 9506. Stop at the 

tourist information office.
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